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Charging
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Magnetic cradle for quick
and easy charging.

Comfort calls

Get excited by the all new singlesided DECT headset from Sennheiser
Communications. This elegant office
solution places a premium on comfort to enhance whatever you do.

Desk phone & softphone
Switch between desk phone
and softphone.
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Because your comfort is our concern,
this headset lets you meet and move
around freely without any wires to hold
you back. You’ll also warm to the highend sound quality, personalised wearing
styles, functional design, simplicity of
use - and lots of talk time.
For true comfort calls, we’ve also
ensured that you get a safe, highquality headset which protects you
from acoustic shock, and supports both
existing and new technologies.
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For your comfort...

Battery indicator

Additional features of DW
Office include intuitive and easy
pairing for desk sharing or phone
conferencing.

The battery indicator shows
how much time is left on
the headset.

Wearing style 2 in 1

Choose between ear hook or
headband wearing styles.

Sound quality

DW Office comes with
Sennheiser HD voice clarity.

Freedom to roam

Line of sight: up to 180 m
Typical office building: up to 55 m
Microphone

Full workday talk time
DW Office is always on duty for your
convenience by providing you with
full workday talk time: 8 hours in
wideband sound mode, 12 hours in
narrowband sound mode. DW Office
charges fast: 0-50% only takes 20 min,
and 50-100% another 40 min.

Noise-cancelling microphone
filters out unwanted
background noise.

Intuitive control

Mute microphone
and adjust volume up
or down.

ActiveGardTM

Ensures hearing safety.

View our dedicated DW Office website

www.dwoffice.com.au
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